Semi-Automated Tracking of Vibriassal Movements in Free-Moving Rodents Captured by High-Speed Videos
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Abstract—Quantitative analyses of whisker movements provide a means to study functional recovery and regeneration of mouse facial nerve after an injury. However, accurate tracking of the mouse whisker movement is challenging. Most methods for whisker tracking require manual intervention, e.g. fixing the head of the mouse during a study. Here we describe a semi-automated image processing method, which is applied to high-speed video recordings of free-moving mice to track the whisker movements. We first track the head movement of a mouse by delineating the lower head contour frame-by-frame that allows for detection of the location and orientation of the head. Then, a region of interest is identified for each frame; the subsequent application of a mask and the Hough transform detects the selected whiskers on each side of the head. Our approach is used to examine the functional recovery of damaged facial nerves in mice over a course of 21 days.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rodents such as rats and mice move their mystacial macrovibrissae (whiskers) to explore the environment [1], [2]. By moving their whiskers back and forth, they acquire information about their surroundings such as textures and object features they encounter [3]-[5]. These whisker movements, also known as ‘whisking’, have been used as a tool to study facial nerve injury and recovery in rodents; the functional recovery of the whisker movement has been measured to indirectly measure the recovery of the facial nerve function. It has been used to study the effect of various parameters such as overexpression of bcl2, the antiapoptotic gene, the corticosteroid treatment, and administration of nimodipine, a calcium channel blocker, in functional re recovery of injured facial nerve [6]-[8]. However, it is challenging to track the whisker movements, especially in freely-moving rodents, as whiskers are thin and move rapidly, and their movement patterns can be complex [1], [9]-[11]. As a result, most studies either rely on visual observation or employ some type of manual interventions [6]-[8], [12]-[16]. Yet, visual observation, which generally uses a subjective scoring system for assessing the functional recovery of whisker movement rather than quantifying the recovery of whisker movements, may result in subjective and less reliable results, and whisker tracking methods that require manual interventions such as fixing the head of the mouse through surgical interventions or tagging a whisker with a small marker are time consuming and may require complex work, although they provide more objective and reliable evaluations [6]-[9], [12]-[17]. To address these limitations, methods to track whisker movements in unrestrained rodents have been developed [10], [18]-[21]. For example, infrared LED spotlights have been employed to create eye reflections in both eyes that can be used as a cue to track the head movement, and method to track head using the location of the tip snout and center of intersection of the whiskers, which requires a user to mark the location of the tip of the snout and the center of intersection of the whiskers in the first frame, has been developed to track the mean angular position of all the detected whiskers on each side [18], [19]. In this paper, we propose a new method to track whisker movements in freely moving rodents from high-speed videos without the requirement of manual intervention in tracking the head movement. Moreover, minimal manual input is required for tracking a single whisker, that is, selection of the whisker and the size of the mask allowing for accurate tracking of the selected whisker. Our method involves two steps: 1) tracking of the head movement and 2) tracking of the selected whisker. First, the location and the orientation of the head of the rodents are detected for each frame to track the head movement. Then movement of the selected whisker, determined by the change in the whisker angle during the whisking behavior, is tracked by detecting the selected whisker frame-by-frame using the Hough transform.

II. METHOD

A. Experimental Set-Up

Adult transgenic mice were filmed using a high-speed video camera (MS40k, Mega speed corporation, Minnedosa, MB, Canada) over a course of 21 days of facial nerve recovery following surgery. During video recording, the mice were awake and unrestrained, and the whisker movements were captured with 1280x1020 resolution at 500 frames/s for a duration of 2–6 seconds. Each unrestrained mouse was first positioned in a way that its snout pointed downwards and head portion of the mouse was filmed with overhead camera locked at a fixed position. At least three whisking cycles were analyzed, representing a range of 200 to 300 image frames (0.4 ~ 0.6 sec) of the video data.
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To track the whisker movements in unrestrained mice, we developed a two-step algorithm that enables us to track the movement of the selected whisker by tracking both head movements and whisker movements. 

### B. Design and Implementation

To track the whisker movements in unrestrained mice, we developed a two-step algorithm that enables us to track the movement of the selected whisker by tracking both head movements and whisker movements. By removing the effect of head movements, we can compute the true movements of the whisker.

The proposed method was implemented in MATLAB language, and is described in more detail in the following sections.

#### C. Tracking of the Mouse Head

The head location and orientation were determined by tracing of the head contour frame-by-frame and subsequent linear regression operation on each side of the head. Following steps were designed to track head movements.

1) **Segmentation of head image:** To detect the orientation and the location of the head for each frame, we first segment the head image from the background. As there is need for rapid process of a large number of frames, we choose Otsu’s unsupervised thresholding method to segment the head image [22]. Regions with stationary features present in the video are removed using motion cue before we perform segmentation [23]. Erosion followed by dilation is performed to the segmented image to remove any isolated objects and the whiskers to only leave the head image.

2) **Tracing the boundary of head:** After the successful segmentation of head image, we delineate the lower contour of the mouse head by tracing the boundary of the segmented image, which is the head of the mouse. Then, we estimate the location of the tip of the snout by finding the point farthest from the centroid of the segmented head. Using this point, the traced boundary is divided into two sides, representing left and right side of the face.

3) **Performing linear regression:** For each side of the traced boundary, linear regression is performed to calculate the slope of each side of the face. To make sure that we are tracking the actual head movement, and avoid effects of movements caused by facial muscles leading the whisker movements, the lower half of the contour of the face is excluded when calculating the linear regression and its slope. The calculated slopes for each side of the face are then used to find the angles between the x-axis and each side of the face. Using these angles, we calculate the average angle, which estimates the angle between the midline of the face and the x-axis. The calculated angle in each frame represents the orientation of the face, and is recorded to track the head movement. Fig. 1 illustrates the results obtained from the two-step process: detection of the tip of the snout, and linear regression performed on each side of the face.

#### D. Tracking of the Selected Whisker

The Hough transform is an efficient feature extraction method that is commonly used to detect lines and has been used to detect whiskers in rats to track mean angular position of the whiskers [19], [24]. Here, we treat each whisker as a line, and use the Hough transform to detect the selected whisker and determine its orientation frame-by-frame. The steps designed for tracking the selected whisker are summarized below.

1) **Identifying the Region of Interest (ROI):** In the first frame we select the whisker to be tracked through manual input. After the whisker is selected, a bounding rectangle, or our ROI is created. The location of the ROI is recorded with respect to the estimated tip position of the snout, and is updated for each frame so that the ROI moves along with the estimated snout position in each frame.

2) **Detecting a whisker in the first frame:** To create a binary image, the Sobel edge enhancement operator can be applied before applying the Hough Transform for the detection of whiskers [19]. Within the bounding rectangle ROI, we apply the Sobel operator followed by the Hough transform to detect the designated whisker.

3) **Creating a mask:** After the line is detected, the orientation and the midpoint of the detected line are recorded. Because rodents generally have multiple whiskers on each side, and there may be several whiskers present within the ROI, we create an elliptical mask within the rectangular ROI that only bounds the selected whisker to avoid the inclusion of other whiskers that are present near the one to be tracked. The size of the ellipse is determined by the user, depending on the whisking amplitude and how closely the whiskers are located. The elliptical mask has its center at the midpoint of the detected line, which is recorded with respect to the position of the snout, and is rotated accordingly through:

\[
\frac{((x-h)\cos \alpha + (y-k)\sin \alpha)^2}{a^2} + \frac{((x-h)\sin \alpha + (y-k)\cos \alpha)^2}{b^2} = 1, \quad (1)
\]

where $\alpha$ is the angle between the detected line and the x-axis. The elliptical mask, which is updated every frame according to
the orientation and midline of the detected line, is applied to the subsequent frame and the Hough transform is only applied to the area bound by the elliptical mask. Fig. 2 shows the illustrative results of the steps described above. Since the acquisition rate of the video is high (500 frames/sec) and thus the movement of the whisker between the two consecutive frames is small, the selected whisker is still within the elliptical mask and can be detected.

Fig. 2 Tracking of the selected whisker: (a) Detection of a specific whisker using the Sobel operator and the Hough transform within ROI; (b) Creation of elliptical mask according to the orientation and location of the whisker; (c) Application of the mask to the next frame after applying the Sobel operator; (d) Detection of the selected whisker

![Fig. 2 Tracking of the selected whisker](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>STD VALUES OF THE WHISKER ANGULAR POSITIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Day7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#1</td>
<td>5.7062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2</td>
<td>14.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3</td>
<td>5.9135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4</td>
<td>7.267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5</td>
<td>2.4105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#7</td>
<td>11.048</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Std values of the whisker movements (over at least 3 cycles of whisking) detected on Day7, Day13, and Day 21 respectively after the facial nerve surgery. Whisker movement in the right side (unaffected by surgery) is compared with that in the left side.

4) Removing the effect of head movement: After the angle between the whisker and the absolute x-axis is determined and recorded for every frame, and the orientation of head for each frame incorporated, we can track the actual movement of the selected whisker. The orientation of the whisker is calculated as the angle between the whisker and the rotated axis, where the whisker orientation on the left side is recorded with the clockwise angle between line and the negative x-axis and that on the right side is recorded with the counter-clockwise angle between line and the positive x-axis. When the method fails to detect a line due to any sudden blurriness for 1-2 frames, the average of angular positions of the whisker recorded from previous and subsequent frames of the frame(s) without the detected line (whisker) is computed and recorded as the orientation of the whisker.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed method was used to tracking whisker movements in unrestrained transgenic mice over a period of 21 days after facial nerve surgery being operated on their left side. Whisker movements, reflected by changes in whisker angular positions during the whisking behavior, were studied to observe functional recovery of the damaged facial nerve. To assess the functional level of the left whisker movements, the left whisker movements (side affected by the surgery) were compared with the right whisker movements (unaffected side). Fig. 3 shows an example of the results, obtained from the proposed tracking methods for both the head and the whisker movements.

Fig. 3 Results of head tracking and whisker tracking: (a) Result of head tracking (head orientation in degree). Low pass filter was applied so any high frequency movements not caused by the actual head movements were excluded; (b) An example of whisker movements of a transgenic mouse 21 days after the facial nerve surgery. Dashed line represents the movement of the right whisker and solid line represents the movement of the left whisker.
As damaged facial nerve on the left side begins to regenerate, whisking function of the left side starts to recover and an increase in the left-side whisking amplitude can be seen. Fig. 4 shows an example of changes in the movements of a left-side whisker compared to that of a right-side whisker observed over the period of 21 days after facial nerve injury. The left-side whisker, which undergoes almost no movement compared to the whisker on the right side on day 1, shows a significant increase in whisking movements on day 21, indicating a recovery of the left-side whisking function driven by the regeneration of damaged facial nerve. Furthermore, the fact that the left-side whisker is unable to move as much as the right-side whisker suggests that the injured facial nerve has not fully recovered.

IV. CONCLUSION

Analyzing the whisker movement in rodents after facial nerve injury can provide useful information for studying the regeneration and functional recovery of injured facial nerve. In this paper, we have proposed a semi-automatic whisker-tracking algorithm that enables tracking of a selected whisker in unrestrained rodents, where cumbersome manual intervention such as fixing the head of the mouse is not required. We first track the movement of the head by performing linear regression on each side of the snout and estimate the orientation of the head in each frame. Then, we track the selected whisker by identifying a region of interest, which gets updated every frame, using both the location of the snout tip and the orientation and location of the selected whisker. Using this method, we were able to successfully track the whisker movements in adult transgenic mice over the period of 21 days of recovery following the facial nerve injury.

However, there are a few limitations in the proposed method that requires future work. One of the biggest limitations in the proposed method is that user intervention is required in cases where the selected whisker is occluded by nearby whisker or when they are too close each other. Also, since accurate delineation of the head contour is a crucial step in head tracking, only frames with significant portion of the unobstructed head present can be processed for accurate and reliable tracking results. In the future, further improvement is desired for the detection of head image and the tracking of the selected whisker.
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